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As the high-tech and automotive worlds merge—with
four disruptive technology trends driving change—a
complex ecosystem is creating new rules for success.
As four technology trends reshape the global automotive sector, customer preferences
are moving away from its traditional strongholds, such as chassis and engine development.
This shift in customer preferences and the sheer size of the automotive sector have attracted
new players: a potent mix of large high-tech companies and start-ups. Both differ from the
automotive incumbents on virtually every level.
These new entrants and the disruptive trends they bring—electrification, autonomous driving,
diverse mobility, and connectivity—will transform typically vertically integrated automotive value
chains into a complex, horizontally structured ecosystem. The newcomers are well positioned
(and expected) to make moves in novel areas such as autonomous driving. Consequently,
today’s OEMs and tier-one suppliers must abandon strategies aiming at total control of
vehicles and instead pick and choose where and how to play by shedding assets, streamlining
operations, and embracing digital acquisitions.
Four trends that favor software-driven innovation
The fortunes of players in the automotive sector have always depended on what customers see
as valuable. Most of this value has resided in the hardware of vehicles and in the automakers’
brands. However, future innovations will probably focus on disruptive technology trends, so the
customers’ perceptions of value will shift, increasingly putting incumbents in danger. The four
trends that will favor the newcomers are these:
 Electrification. Drivetrains will shift toward hybrid-electric, electric, and fuel-cell technologies
as they mature and become cheaper.
 Autonomous driving. The operation of automated cars will move from advanced driverassistance systems to fully autonomous driving as the technology matures.

 Diverse mobility. As the sharing economy expands and consumer preferences change,
the standard model will continue to evolve from outright purchase or lease to rentals and
car sharing.
 Connectivity. The possibilities for “infotainment” innovations, novel traffic services, and new
business models and services will increase as cars get connected to each other, to the
wider infrastructure, and to people.
Attracted by the shift in customer preferences, the importance of the new trends, and the
global automotive market’s massive size and value-creation potential, technology players are
making their way into the sector. As they develop new software options, cars are evolving into
computers on wheels, a change similar to events in the computer industry 20 years ago and
the cellphone industry 10 years ago. As a result, we anticipate that a complex ecosystem will
emerge in the automotive sector (Exhibit 1).
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Exhibit 1

In the future, cars will become computers on wheels as tech
players move into the automotive sector to leverage their
existing capabilities.
Vehicle hardware
Hardware

Vehicle software

Drivetrain

Corner modules,
advanced
sensors, etc

Electric motors,
power electronics,
advanced batteries

Alternative business models
Industrial design
Modular bodies,
advanced user
interfaces

Entertainment
platform

Autonomous drive/
operating system

Features and
connectivity
mirroring the
home-entertainment
experience

Advanced central
operating system
with self-driving
capability

Apps and services

Alternative business models

Full library of
applications
from 3rd parties

Autonomous
vehicle sharing,
new service
offerings, etc

Data analytics
Fully connected
cloud processing
and data feeds for
manufacturers

Source: 35 expert interviews (across Asia, Europe, and United States)
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Although the sector adheres to a vertically integrated business model, with OEMs in full control
of their supplier networks, the new tech players are more focused on horizontal moves:
 A number of high-tech players are developing autonomous-driving systems that are quite
likely to merge into what the computer industry calls an operating system (the central
system that makes a unit run).
 Disruptors from the taxi and ride-sharing industries are developing innovative new business
models.
 Two leading online and technology companies are focusing on in-car entertainment
platforms, which they hope will become the standard for applications.
No single player is likely to dominate any part of such a horizontally organized, complex value
chain by itself. But many of the new tech entrants are well positioned to take the lead in the
software-focused parts. For each part of the ecosystem, there might be room for only a few
winners, since few players will be able to invest the resources necessary to reach scale (Exhibit 2).
The automakers have invested billions in car hardware, from engine plants to stamping facilities
and beyond, so they have the best position to dominate the hardware-focused areas. In
software, the tech players enjoy significant advantages, including leading-edge capabilities,
agile operating models, and the financial muscle required to pursue exploratory investments
aggressively. For the automakers and tech players, success in tomorrow’s mobility sector will
depend on how well they build on these natural advantages.
OEMs and suppliers face tough new competition
Many OEMs and tier-one suppliers can see the shift coming but might underestimate how
much strategic change they must undergo to be part of the automotive sector’s future: they
may lag behind the tech entrants in the asset base, skills, and resources needed to respond
to this new competitive environment. Still, it makes sense to assess the readiness of the OEMs
and tier-one suppliers, on the one hand, and of the tech players, on the other, in the important
indicators of competitiveness: financial flexibility, the deployment of capital and people,
operating models, culture, and customer-centricity.
Financial flexibility. Traditional OEMs often have limited financial flexibility as a result of low
operating margins, low returns on invested capital (ROIC), and moderate market-capitalization
levels. Tech players, in contrast, tend to enjoy high financial agility, with robust operating
margins, high ROICs, and large market caps (Exhibit 3).
Some tech companies enjoy valuations ten times higher than those of leading OEMs. As a
result, exploratory investments in new disruptive technologies, which might cost as much as
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Exhibit 2

A couple of specialized players will probably dominate each
niche of the future automotive ecosystem.
Future scenario as a horizontal move for players
• Mechanical
hardware

Subassemblies get standardized, and players
merge to benefit from scaling up—ie, chassis
components, body substructures shared across
models/brands

• Drivetrain

3–5 players with competitive advantage scale up
production—ie, batteries for electric vehicles, fuel
cells, drive units for modular cars

• Industrial
design
• Branding

Vehicle interiors and exteriors remain a key differentiator, and importance of brand value rises in
an increasingly commoditized sector

• Operating
system

2–3 standard operating systems for autonomous
drive (and potential other systems—eg, onboard
communication architecture) as a plug-and-play
solution

• In-car
entertainment

2–3 large-scale multimedia ecosystems present
attractive opportunity for 3rd-party development,
probably established mobile platforms (iOS, Android)

• Cloud
• Data
analytics

Analytics skills and server technology are leveraged
to create services that facilitate the usage of big data
for commercialization and customer satisfaction

• Apps and
services

Built-in navigation and media get replaced by apps
provided by 3rd-party developers, curated via app
store and more widely connected via online services

• Alternative
business
models

Vehicle provided to consumer just for duration of
ride and specific to trip purpose, making mobility
the actual product, beyond vehicle

Source: Expert interviews

10 percent of a leading OEM’s market cap, would cost only 1 percent of the market caps of the
largest tech players. As Wall Street flooded the tech sector with money over the past decade,
companies in it have made a high priority of pursuing growth and business opportunities that
can justify these valuations. Investors expect such exploratory investments, so tech companies
enjoy higher financial flexibility. For many OEMs, by contrast, the top priority is to achieve full
asset utilization (given high fixed costs) and to increase volumes of current models. That limits
opportunities for exploratory investments.
Deploying capital and people. Automakers command manufacturing and mechanicalengineering assets and have large workforces weighted toward these disciplines. Technology
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Exhibit 3

Tech players have much more financial flexibility, giving them
opportunities to pursue new investments more aggressively.
Auto OEMs and tier-one suppliers
Japan
mass
OEM

US
mass
OEM

European
premium
OEM

Tech players

European
tier-1
supplier

Market capitalization, $ billion

US
tech

US
tech

511

502

China
tech

China
tech

222

158

57

54

56

20

Cash equivalents, $ billion
19

21

14

5

17

Return on invested capital, %

34.6

34.1
21.3

8.7

6.6

6

2

1

20.8

14.2

7.5

Profit and loss breakdown, %

Tech players

COGS1

SG&A2

R&D

EBIT3 margin

35–60

15–20

10–15

20–30

Tier-1 suppliers 40–60
Premium OEMs 65–75
Mass OEMs

COGS
68–80

20–30

4–8 15–20
6–12
8–14

5–8 10–15
3–6 8–13

Cost of goods sold.
Selling, general, and administrative expenses.
3
Earnings before interest and taxes.
1
2

Source: Thomson

companies focus much more on software and frontline computer assets, such as machine
learning, with workforces weighted heavily toward software development (Exhibit 4).
Automakers not uncommonly spend up to 75 percent of their overall capital-expenditure
distributions on traditional product-development and manufacturing assets. Tech players
instead allocate a similar ratio to software development and the customer experience. The
largest technology entrants also spend more on R&D than automakers do—over 10 percent
compared with less than 5 percent of their revenues, respectively—and allocate more of this
spending to disruptive technologies.
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Exhibit 4

Tech players have fewer employees and more software
developers, and they are in a better position to attract
engineering talent.
Total number of employees

Engineers
with artificialintelligence
expertise

Traditional OEMs

Ratio of
software to
nonsoftware
engineers

Auto players
118

Japan
mass

US
mass

344,000

11×

European
premium

199,000

116,000

28×

Software
8.5%

Nonsoftware
91.5%

Tech players
Tech players
US
115,000

US

China

57,000

42,000

0.5×

US
13,000

3,372

Software
62.2%

Nonsoftware
37.8%

Source: Glassdoor; LinkedIn; McKinsey analysis

Operating models and culture. Automotive incumbents operate by a rich legacy of sectoral
norms and conventions. They often adhere to rigid, rigorous, and unique product-development
practices; work with complex supply chains; and sell through extensive franchised retail-dealer
networks. The culture of OEMs values consistency, quality, and the minimization of risk. Tech
players prefer experimental, fast-moving cultures that reward innovation and risk taking. OEMs
have traditionally favored incremental hardware innovations, while tech companies actively seek
disruptive software products or services. OEMs use traditional marketing tools and techniques.
Tech players tend to be more focused on customers, engaging them early and often.
The operating models of the two sides differ dramatically. For example, automakers reengineer
their core products approximately once every seven years, with noticeable updates every three
years, but do not update existing products. Tech companies redo their core products about
every two years, make noticeable updates every two months, and provide continual updates
for existing products. The OEMs’ systematic “waterfall” approach to product development
tends to slow down innovation; the average time to market is about five years. Most tech
players depend on agile operating models that enable a time to market of roughly two years.
Customer perceptions. Mass-market automotive brands, while strong, often evoke traditional
values, such as reliability and efficiency, and thus lack the “coolness factor” that leading tech
players enjoy thanks to their reputation for innovation and agility. In fact, tech brands took six of
the top ten positions on a recent tally of the world’s most valuable brands; the first automotive
one held 28th place.
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Future OEM and high-tech automotive strategies
For mass-market OEMs, the emerging strategy is to go all out to build additional scale. This
probably means additional consolidation in the sector, and the resulting entities might integrate
backwardly to obtain key strategic suppliers. To succeed, OEMs will have to focus strongly
on developing and producing market-leading hardware, such as bodies and interiors. They
must also increase their margins by embracing digital manufacturing techniques (including
3-D printing and automation), added purchasing power, and the dilution of overhead. These
changes would be similar to those undertaken by hardware manufacturers in the mobile-phone
industry. In low-margin areas, scale is needed to generate substantial profits.
In contrast, premium OEMs could streamline their platforms to free up capital, shed low-value
manufacturing assets to double down on worthwhile hardware attributes (such as look and
feel), and provide extensive personalization. Their development efforts should focus on a single
new area, such as in-car entertainment, autonomous driving, or mobility services. These
companies should also secure partnerships to exploit other disruptive technologies and focus
on maintaining their brand strength.
Tech players have several options to enter the sector through horizontal plays. One likely choice
is to be a technology supplier focused on new high-tech products but then to evolve into a
dominant platform player by acquiring all relevant competing assets, such as infotainment
ecosystems or autonomous-driving systems. These companies would partner with OEMs to
push products to the market on the backs of solid hardware platforms from the established
players, thereby breaking up the vertically oriented structure.

The convergence of the automotive and high-tech sectors will rewrite the rules of competition
and lessen the chances of survival for traditional players that fail to act. The competitive space
remains fluid at this point, but that could change quickly as incumbents move to position
themselves advantageously and tech companies solidify their investment strategies.
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